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Exercise 1: Data analysis in Python (home; 6 points)
Given the home exercise of the first exercise sheet, we now use Python instead of Excel or related
spreadsheet tools. Go to the Bundestag website 1 and randomly (or based on your own intersts)
download at least 10 votes in XLS format. Use Python to parse the votes, as introduced in the
lecture. Answer the following questions, which are almost identical to the one you answered
before.

• Which parties, averaged over all votes, have the least absent and most absent representa-
tives, respectively? Here, absent refers to nicht abgegeben.
• Did the results within the parties turn out less clear (i.e. less dominant for one outcome)

for parties with more absent represenatives than average? Here, take the average of absent
representatives per party over all available votes. Calculate the dominance based on the
yes versus no distribution only.

Exercise 2: Software Installation (in class; no points)
In database exercises you will work on an Oracle database installed in one of the university’s
servers. In order to access this database we will use Oracle SQL Developer as a graphical inter-
face to Oracle database. It will enable you to connect to Oracle server, post SQL queries to the
server and get the results back.

• Get Oracle SQL Developer from one of the links provided in the lecture’s web page un-
der Installers. After downloading the suitable version, extract its content to the desired
installation directory in your laptop2.

1https://www.bundestag.de/parlament/plenum/abstimmung/liste
2If you wish to switch to the English interface, edit the file: sqldeveloper/sqldeveloper/bin/sqldeveloper.conf,

add the following in a new line: AddVMOption -Duser.language=en
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• After the first run of Oracle SQL Developer, you need to establish a new database connec-
tion: File→New...→General→Connection→Database Connection. Get connection set-
tings from your tutor
• You can find a guidance for using Oracle SQL Developer in the online documentation at:
http://tinyurl.com/jkwcewk

Exercise 3: Cardinalities (home; 4 points)
Given the following ER-Model for managing company’s vehicles (Attributes were removed for
simplicity):

Entter the cardinalities in the ER model by considering the following rules:

• Each vehicle belongs to one department at most, whereas each department has at least one
vehicle.
• Only one vehicle fits in a garage.
• Almost all vehicles have a specific garage. All of the garages are occupied.
• For each vehicle there should be at least three persons with a suitable driving license.
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